1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

1.1. Motivation {#sec0002}
---------------

Due to the rapid development of Wise Information Technology of 120 (WIT120), the number of hospitals in China have exceeded 30,000, the number of health research institutions for medical care will be over 35,000 in 2020, and the medical data is showing an exponential growth trend ([@bib0029]). Medical data is both a valuable asset for patients and a precious resource for research institutions or medical organizations to conduct disease research or commercial transactions ([@bib0011]). Usually, patients expect to keep their medical data confidential due to individual privacy, but under certain conditions, for example, paid a certain remuneration, they would like to disclose partial private data to authorized organizations such as disease research institutions. Even so, patients remain concerned about privacy protection of medical data in the entire data sharing process. This indicates the first challenging problem that no one except the authorized institutions has access to patients' private medical data. And meanwhile, research institutions or medical organizations expect to obtain the medical data they really need rather than unrelated information. For example, what COVID-19 research institutions need is nucleic acid testing data from patients with COVID-19, rather than physiological data from common patients with cold symptoms. Therefore, the second challenging problem is how patients can prove to research institutions that their data meets the needs of research institutions without revealing any privacy. Furthermore, for reasons of authority or commercial interests, some research institutions or medical organizations want to have exclusive access to specific patients' medical data according to the agreement reached in advance. They expect the transactions that these patients provided them with medical data can be recorded and acknowledged but only if the patient\'s privacy could be protected, which becomes the third concern of this paper. Therefore, based on the challenging problems mentioned above, a solution is urgently needed to achieve secure data sharing between patients and research institutions for guarantee the maximum degree of privacy protection ([@bib0012]).

Blockchain ([@bib0022]; [@bib0026]) is considered as one effective solution to the above problems according to the survey from GDPR ([@bib0024]), which has been applied into many scenarios such as e-government, intelligent healthcare, virtual currency, food and drug supervision, etc. As a distributed shared ledger and database, blockchain has the characteristics of decentralization, immutability, consensus mechanism, traceability, privacy-preserving, fault tolerance, and the capability to execute smart contracts. Wherein, the smart contract ([@bib0027]) allows distrustful parties to communicate with each other by automatic verification and programmable execution of script on the blockchain. Therefore, aiming at the first and third challenges, based on smart contracts, we decide to utilize blockchain technology to realize the privacy protection and secure sharing of medical data, distributed consensus of transactions between patients and research institutions, and the automatic management of resources.

Furthermore, zero-knowledge proof ([@bib0014]) will be employed to address the second issue, whose function is that the prover can convince the verifier that the assertion is correct (the needs are met) without providing the verifier with any useful information (any private data). As the generator tool of zero-knowledge proof, zero-knowledge Succinct Non-Interactive Argument of Knowledge (zk-SNARKs) ([@bib0005]) has ever been applied to blockchain transactions, which hides the addresses of the transaction sender and receiver and the transaction amount to achieve anonymity and privacy-preserving. This also motivated us to migrate zk-SNARKs to medical system in order to achieve the data availability with consistent supply and demand between patients and disease research institutions, with the aid of smart contracts.

Back to the first challenging problem, although the existing blockchain-based medical systems, such as Ancile ([@bib0010]), MedRec ([@bib0002]), have realized the secure data storage in blocks and in cloud servers, the decentralized integration of medical data across medical organizations and the balance between privacy and accessibility of EHRs (electrical health records). However, these medical systems are not always concerned about protecting patient\'s privacy during the entire process of sharing and transaction of medical data. Especially, few studies have comprehensively considered the patient\'s privacy during the phase where information regarding medical data is transmitted back and forth among several entities involved smart contracts. In this paper, based on the existing solutions for the first challenging problem, we design a secure data sharing scheme among several entities who interact with smart contracts, where proxy re-encryption technology will be adopted to achieve the privacy-preserving of medical data. In addition, we will also devote to address these issues including the unsatisfactory transaction processing capacity and implementation efficiency caused by the current blockchain-based medical system.

1.2. Related work {#sec0003}
-----------------

Due to the explosive growth of medical data, the traditional centralized medical data storage schemes ([@bib0030]; [@bib0021]; [@bib0020]) have been unable to meet the requirements of data availability and scalability with the risk of privacy disclosure. In order to alleviate the data storage stress and improve the quality of medical services, abundant researches are focused on blockchain to achieve privacy-preserving distributed storage and secure sharing of medical data. [@bib0025]) focused on how the introduction of blockchain can create a more efficient infrastructure to manage electronic medical records. However, they don\'t present a concrete scheme to improve the healthcare outcomes without compromising the privacy or security of patients. [@bib0016]) analyzed the feasibility of utilizing blockchain as a storage scheme for protecting medical data privacy. However, they had ignored the problem of identity management and user authentication when carrying out data sharing. [@bib0006]) present a novel blockchain-based trust model that allows cloud service providers to manage their trust relationships in order to realize secure data sharing without relying on a trusted third-party. [@bib0018]) proposed a blockchain-based medical data preservation scheme (DPS), which ensures the primitiveness and verifiability of EHRs while preserving privacy for the data owner. However, the medical data has been uploaded by the user directly into the system in DPS, which is inapplicable for most intelligent medical scenarios. For safeguarding the patient\'s private data, [@bib0015]) designed a fine-grained PHR disclosure scheme for medical services, which is a type-and-identity-based proxy re-encryption scheme to enable the delegator to implement different access control policies for his ciphertexts. [@bib0013]) investigated the problem of realizing a privacy-preserving exchange of medical documents by using an improved proxy re-encryption scheme called Fuzzy Conditional Identity, where the keys are extracted directly from the biometrics of the users.

Furthermore, in the blockchain-based medical platforms, the content privacy and consensus efficiency of transactions have been paid more and more attentions. [@bib0019]) adopted ring signature to build a privacy data storage protocol based on the elliptic curve, which ensures the security of data and user identity privacy in blockchain applications. However, even if the ring signature has solved the anonymity problem of the sender and receiver, it cannot protect the transaction content privacy. [@bib0031]) proposed a medical data sharing scheme that combines blockchain, cloud computing and machine learning. This scheme can easily realize the sharing of medical data between various institutions. However, it cannot verify the integrity of cloud medical data, and data consumers are not sure whether they have received the correct medical data. [@bib0002]) designed a medical information sharing platform named MedRec based on Ethereum, which realizes the decentralized secure integration of medical data across medical organizations. Nevertheless, its consensus algorithm PoW requires expensive computing load to maintain the consistency of blockchain. [@bib0028]) proposed a medical blockchain system MDSM based on an improved DPoS consensus algorithm, it can reduce the computing load of nodes and improve the security and efficiency of data sharing. However, at least 101 nodes of the medical institution federate servers (MIFS) and 20 nodes of the auditing federate serves (AFS) are required to start up this schema. This is no doubt that the start-up cost is high and the patient\'s privacy may be known by more nodes during the consensus process.

By analyzing the existing schemes, it can be found that combining blockchain with medical systems has facilitated the enhancement of service quality. Nevertheless, what cannot be ignored is that the privacy preserving of medical data between patients and disease research institutions has still remains challenging, especially the comprehensive privacy considerations when data shared among several entities involved smart contracts. Furthermore, few researches have focused on whether disease research institutions could obtain patients' medical data that meets their requirements, i.e. the data availability problem with consistent supply and demand. These issues are exactly the concerns of this paper.

1.3. Contributions {#sec0004}
------------------

The goal of this paper is to provide a blockchain-based scheme for privacy-preserving and secure sharing of medical data between patients and disease research institutions. And meanwhile, the scheme devotes to solving the problem of data availability with consistent supply and demand, and realizes the efficient distributed consensus of transactions. The main contributions can be summarized as follows.(i)A secure decentralized data sharing scheme based on blockchain is proposed to achieve privacy-preserving especially when several entities interact with the smart contract. Wherein, proxy re-encryption technology is adopted to ensure that research institutions can decrypt the shared intermediary ciphertext encrypted by the semi-trusted proxy cloud server.(ii)In the proposed scheme, patients can prove that their medical data meets the requirements of research institutions without disclosing any privacy, by constructing a trusted zero-knowledge proof π based on zk-SNARKs and providing it to the smart contract for verification. Once the verification is passed, the transactions between patients and research institutions will be published in the blockchain for distributed consensus according to previous agreement. Wherein, PBFT consensus algorithm is selected due to the characteristic of low-cost computing power.(iii)Security and privacy analysis and performance evaluation demonstrate that the proposed scheme achieves more desirable privacy-preserving and execution efficiency in terms of several metrics such as the speed of block generation and the number of startup nodes, compared to the existing solutions.

1.4. Paper organization {#sec0005}
-----------------------

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes and formalizes the preliminaries. In Section III, we make the problem statement and clarify the system model. The specific construction of our scheme is described in section IV. Section V evaluates the security and performance of the proposed scheme. Section VI concludes the whole paper.

2. Preliminaries {#sec0006}
================

2.1. Blockchain and smart contract {#sec0007}
----------------------------------

A typical blockchain structure is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} . Blockchain utilizes encrypted blocks to verify and store data, and employs P2P network and consensus mechanism to realize the verification, communication and trust establishment of distributed nodes.Fig. 1The typical structure of blockchain.Fig 1

Smart contract was introduced firstly by cryptologist Nick Szabo ([@bib0023]) in 1994, which can facilitate safe and trusted business activities and realize complex blockchain applications by providing automated transactions without the supervision of an external entity such as banks, courts, or department of health service.

2.2. Zero-knowledge proof {#sec0008}
-------------------------

Zero-Knowledge proof is a protocol that one party (the prover) can prove its knowledge of value to another party (the verifier), without revealing any information apart from the fact that it knows the value. Zero-Knowledge proof can be divided into interactive proof and non-interactive proof. When applied into blockchain, each node must check the validity of the transaction, and the sender exchanges information together with verification nodes, so non-interactive proof should be adopted in the blockchain system.

2.3. Zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge {#sec0009}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Let *C*: $\left. \mathbb{F}^{n} \times \mathbb{F}^{h}\rightarrow\mathbb{F}^{l} \right.$ be an arithmetic circuit, and $\mathcal{R}_{C}$=$\left\{ \left( {\overset{\rightarrow}{x},\overset{\rightarrow}{w}} \right) \right\} \subseteq \mathbb{F}^{n} \times \mathbb{F}^{h}$ be the corresponding circuit satisfaction relation, where $\overset{\rightarrow}{x} \in \mathbb{F}^{n}$ is called the statement and $\overset{\rightarrow}{w} \in \mathbb{F}^{h}$ is the witness. A zk-SNARK satisfies necessary properties including completeness, soundness and perfect zero-knowledge, more details regarding these properties can be found in [@bib0004]).

A zk-SNARK for circuit satisfiability consists of three polynomial-time algorithms, including ***ZKPKeyGen, Prove*** and ***Verify***, which will be defined and explained in Section ***IV-B***.

2.4. Proxy re-encryption (PRE) {#sec0010}
------------------------------

To ensure the security of data sharing, the proxy re-encryption ([@bib0007]; [@bib0001]) will be employed. It entrusts a semi-trusted proxy to transform the ciphertext encrypted with one party\'s public key into the intermediary ciphertext that can be decrypted by the other party\'s private key. During the whole process, the proxy cannot obtain any information related to the plaintext.

A PRE consists of multiple polynomial-time algorithms including ***Setup, KeyGen, ReKeyGen, Encrypt, Decrypt, ReEncrypt***, and ***AuthSign***, which will be used and explained in Section ***IV-B***.

2.5. Bilinear maps {#sec0011}
------------------

Let $\mathbb{G}_{1}$ and $\mathbb{G}_{2}$ donate two multiplicative cycle groups generated with the same prime order *p*, A bilinear mapping *e*: $\left. \mathbb{G}_{1} \times \mathbb{G}_{1}\rightarrow\mathbb{G}_{2} \right.$ has the following properties ([@bib0009]):1)**Bilinear**: e(R^a^, S^b^)=e(R, S)^ab^ holds for any two R, S$\in \mathbb{G}_{1}$ and any two points a, b$\in \mathbb{Z}_{p}^{*}$.2)**Non-Degeneracy**: there exits two points R, S$\in \mathbb{G}_{1}$ such that e(R, S) ≠ 1.3)**Computability**: there exists an efficiently computable algorithm for computing e(R,S) for any two points R,S $\in \mathbb{G}_{1}$.

3. Problem statement and system model {#sec0012}
=====================================

3.1. System model and problem statement {#sec0013}
---------------------------------------

Our solution combines blockchain, smart contracts, proxy re-encryption and zk-SNARK to achieve the privacy-preserving data sharing between patients and disease research institutions in intelligent medical system. The system model of our proposed scheme is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 2Blockchain-based scheme for privacy-preserving and secure data sharing.Fig 2

Totally seven entities are involved in the system model: 1) patients; 2) hospitals; 3) research institutions; 4) private key generation (*PKG*); 5) semi-trusted proxy cloud server; 6) blockchain; 7) smart contract. Their respective functions can be described as follows.•Patients: as the actual owners of medical data, patients should own, control and conditionally share their private medical health data securely, and get benefits during this process.•Hospitals: hospitals are incompletely trusted data manager and sometimes they are delegated by patients to encrypt medical data and outsource them to the semi-honest proxy cloud server. In this paper, patients can complete all tasks assigned to hospitals by themselves.•Research institutions: research institutions are typical data consumers who need the medical data for health scientific research. They usually delegate smart contracts to publish attribute requirements for medical data. They do not trust the medical data provided by patients would meets their requirements, and they expect to be convinced of the data validity and availability by smart contract.•Private key generation (PKG) center: As a fully trusted entity, PKG is responsible for generating the master key, system parameters, distributing public key and secret key to patients, hospitals (if necessary) and disease research institutions.•Semi-trusted proxy cloud server: it is a semi-trusted entity responsible for storing and converting patients' original ciphertext to the intermediary ciphertext which can be decrypted by research institution\'s private key.•Blockchain: blockchain is the core of our proposed scheme. In view of the tamper-resistance and traceable characteristics, the data stored in the blockchain will be kept as evidence. Furthermore, it is also responsible for executing distributed consensus of transactions.•Smart contract: the smart contract clarifies in advance the requirements, specific format and the corresponding funding amount of medical data, and it will automatically judge the validity of zero-knowledge proof without the participation of the third-party.

In the system model, our proposed scheme mainly focuses on three closely connected scenarios.

In the first scenario, if patients believe that their medical data meets the requirements published by smart contracts, a zero-knowledge proof π generated by zk-SNARKs will be present to the smart contract for automatically judgement. The validity of π would decide the data availability with consistent supply and demand.

Once the verification is passed, the smart contract will inform the cloud server and the second scenario starts. Prior to this, patient\'s medical data encrypted by themselves or the authorized hospitals has been transmitted to the cloud server. The semi-honest proxy cloud server will transfer the encrypted medical data into the intermediary cyphertext based on the conversion key provided by patients. Subsequently, the intermediary cyphertext will be transmitted to the research institutions, who can decrypt it with its private key further to obtain the plaintext.

For authority or commercial interest considerations, in the third scenario, the transactions between patients and research institutions will be carried out distributed consensus and finally recorded in the blockchain. This means, for instance, patients are probably not permitted to provide their medical data to other research institutions if the requirements published by smart contracts clarified an exclusive license.

Under the above scenarios, the following three properties must be held: 1) Enable privacy protection of medical data; 2) Enable data availability with consistent supply and demand; 3) Enable mutual benefits between patients and disease research institutions.

3.2. Security model and notations {#sec0014}
---------------------------------

The private key generation center *PKG* is fully trusted, and it will not perform illegal manipulations. In addition, the blocks in our solution store only an index containing hashed pointers to a patient\'s records, and the corresponding encrypted data is outsourced and stored in the proxy cloud server. However, the proxy cloud server is considered as semi-trusted who will genuinely execute the protocol but deliberately pry into the patient\'s data privacy. And meanwhile, we assume that our encryption algorithm for medical data is sufficiently secure, neither an internal adversary nor an external adversary can crack the ciphertext unless obtaining the decryption key.

The notations used in this paper are given in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} .Table 1Notation setting.Table 1NotationDescription*λ*Security parameter*p~i~*The *i* th patient*h~i~*The *i* th hospital*r~i~*The *i* th research institutions*PKG*Private key generation center*D*Patient\'s medical data*PK~p~,PK~d~*Public key of *p, dSK~p~,SK~d~*Secret key of *p, dRK*~*p* → *d*~Re-encryption key*EK~c~*The key used to generate a zero-knowledge proof*VK~c~*The key used to verify the zero-knowledge proof*σ~a~*Digital signature*π*Zero-knowledge proof*addr~p~*Blockchain account of *p*

4. The proposed scheme {#sec0015}
======================

4.1. Blueprint of the proposed scheme {#sec0016}
-------------------------------------

The blueprint of our proposed scheme is composed of the following steps.Step 1: the research institution *r~i~* generates a zero knowledge proof *π*′ by zk-SNARKs based on the medical data that satisfy their requirements, and then records the zero knowledge proof *π*′, relevant calculation result *R*′, and the hash value *h*′ in the smart contract. And finally the smart contract will be released in the blockchain system. And meanwhile, the research institution will publish some key words of its requirements.Step 2: the patient *p~i~* (or authorizes and supervises the hospital *h~i~*) executes ***Encrypt*** algorithm to encrypt his/her medical data *D* by *PK~p~*, and then sends the ciphertext $C_{PK_{p}}$to the semi-trusted proxy cloud server.Step 3: the patient *p~i~* submits a transaction to blockchain for record, at the same time, he/she executes ***AuthSign*** algorithm to sign the transaction. It is noted that our scheme stores the patient\'s hash value of medical data on the blockchain based on the Hyperledger fabric.Step 4: when the patient *p~i~* wants to obtain some reward from research institutions *r~i~* without exposing his/her medical data directly. He/she needs to construct the circuit *C* according to the computing tasks of decentralized application based on smart contract, and executes ***Prove*** algorithm to generate a trusted zero-knowledge proof ***π*** based on his/her medical data on the premise that the patient considers her/his medical data conform to the key words of research institution\'s published requirements.Step 5: the patient *p~i~* submits the zero-knowledge proof *π* to the smart contract. By ***Verify*** algorithm, the smart contract will automatically compare the zero knowledge proof *π*, the calculation result *R* and the hash value *h* from patient with the zero knowledge proof *π*′, the calculation result *R*′ and the hash value *h*′ calculated by the research institution, respectively.Step 6: if the zero-knowledge proof verification is successful, the smart contract will notify the patient *p~i~* to execute ***ReKeyGen*** algorithm to generate the re-encryption key *RK* ~*p* → *d*~ (conversion key) with the public key *PK~d~* of research institution. And then the patient *p~i~* sends the re-encryption key *RK* ~*p* → *d*~ to the semi-trusted proxy cloud server, where *RK* ~*p* → *d*~ is encrypted by the public key of cloud server.Step 7: the semi-trusted proxy cloud server decrypted the re-encryption key *RK* ~*p* → *d*~ and executes ***ReEncrypt*** algorithm to convert the ciphertext $C_{PK_{p}}$ into the intermediary ciphertext $C_{PK_{p\rightarrow d}}$ that can be decrypted by the research institution *r~i~*, and then the proxy cloud server sends the ciphertext $C_{PK_{p\rightarrow d}}$ to *r~i~*.Step 8: the research institution *r~i~* executes ***Decrypt*** algorithm to get the medical data *D* through its' private key *EK~d~*. In this process, the semi-trusted proxy cloud server cannot obtain any information related to the plaintext.Step 9: finally, a transaction is submitted to verification nodes by the smart contract. The transaction records the data sharing information between the patient *p~i~* and the research institution *r~i~*, and it will be published on the blockchain after verification with PBFT consensus algorithm.

4.2. Specific implementation of our scheme {#sec0017}
------------------------------------------

The specific implementation of our proposed scheme is divided into ten phases which will be described respectively as follows.

### 4.2.1. Initialization phase {#sec0018}

*PKG* first inputs a security parameter *λ*, chooses $\mathbb{G}_{1}$ and $\mathbb{G}_{2}$ be multiplicative cycle groups generated by the same prime *p*, and sets *e*: $\left. \mathbb{G}_{1} \times \mathbb{G}_{1}\rightarrow\mathbb{G}_{2} \right.$ be a cryptographic bilinear map. And then *PKG* selects four secure hash functions *H*: {0, 1}∗→{0,1}*k, H*1: {0, 1}∗ →$\mathbb{G}_{1}$, *H*2:$\mspace{6mu}\mathbb{G}_{2}$ →{0,1}*k, H*3:$\mspace{6mu}\mathbb{G}_{1}$ × {0,1}*k* × {0,1}*l* → $\mathbb{Z}_{p}^{*}$. Finally *PKG* randomly selects $a,b,c \in \mathbb{Z}_{p}^{*}$, $g,h \in \mathbb{G}_{1}$ are the different generators of $\mathbb{G}_{1}$, and then the public parameters and master secret key will be generated by ***Setup***(1^*λ*^)  → (*PK, MSK*), where *PK=*(*p*,$\mspace{6mu}\mathbb{G}_{1}$,$\mspace{6mu}\mathbb{G}_{2}$, *e, g, h, H, H*1, *H*2, *H*3), *MSK=*(*a, b, c*)*.*

The patient *p~i~* provides *ID~p~* as his/her unique identifier to *PKG* who will generates the public/private key pair (*PK~p~, SK~p~*) of the patient using ***KeyGen***(*MSK, PK, ID~p~*)  → (*PK~p~, SK~p~*). And hospitals$\left\{ {\mspace{6mu} h_{1},h_{2},\ldots h_{n}\mspace{6mu}} \right\}\mspace{6mu}$(if necessary) and research institutions $\left\{ {\mspace{6mu} r_{1},r_{2},\ldots r_{n}\mspace{6mu}} \right\}$ can get key pairs respectively through the same procedure.

*PKG* randomly selects$\mspace{6mu} t,x,y,z \in \mathbb{Z}_{p}^{*}$ and computes the following parameter values:$$A1 = \frac{c + t}{a + b \cdot ID_{p}}A2 = h^{t}A3 = g^{t}$$ $$B1 = \frac{a + x}{a + b \cdot ID_{p}}B2 = \frac{b + y}{a + b \cdot ID_{p}}B3 = \frac{z}{a + b \cdot ID_{p}}$$ $$D1 = h^{x}D2 = h^{y}D3 = h^{z}$$

Finally the patient\'s private key *SK~p~* = (*A* ~1~, *A* ~2~ *, A* ~3~, *B* ~1~, *B* ~2~ *, B* ~3~, *D* ~1~, *D* ~2~ *, D* ~3~) will be achieved, where (*A* ~1~, *A* ~2~ *, A* ~3~) is used to decrypt the ciphertext, and (*B* ~1~, *B* ~2~ *, B* ~3~, *D* ~1~, *D* ~2~ *, D* ~3~) is used to construct the conversion key *RK* ~*p* → *d*~.

### 4.2.2. Smart contract released phase {#sec0019}

The research institution *r~i~* generates a zero-knowledge proof *π*′ by zk-SNARKs based on its requirement for medical data such as age, height, weight, blood type, heart rate, disease type, diagnostic data, and treatment data. In our scheme, the patient is taken as the dominant role, so the concrete generation of zero knowledge proof will be described in ***Zero Knowledge Proof Generation Phase*** from the patient\'s perspective***,*** and the similar generation procedure of research institution\'s zero knowledge proof will not be repeated here. And then the research institution *r~i~* records the zero knowledge proof *π*′, the calculation result *R*′, and the hash value *h*′ in the smart contract, which will be released in the blockchain system. And meanwhile, some key words from research institution\'s requirement will be released by smart contract.

### 4.2.3. Join the network phase {#sec0020}

Several entities including patients, hospitals and research institutions that participate in the blockchain should be registered in fabric-ca. The fabric-ca will assign a blockchain address *addr~p~* and grant different permissions according to the roles of participating users, and meanwhile it is also responsible for verifying user identity and issuing related certificates such as the Enrollment Cert (E-Cert) and the Transaction Cert (T-Cert) based on their identifiers.

### 4.2.4. Encryption phase {#sec0021}

After the patient\'s medical data produced, the patient *p~i~* (or authorizes and supervises the hospital *h~i~*) will encrypt his/her medical data *D=*\<*d* ~1~, *d* ~2~,..., *d~n~*\> by ***Encrypt***(*PK, PK~p~,* \<*d* ~1~, *d* ~2~,..., *d~n~*\>)$\left. \rightarrow C_{PK_{p}} \right.$, where $C_{PK_{p}}$=($c_{pk_{1}}$,$\mspace{6mu} c_{pk_{2}}$...$c_{pk_{n}}$).

*PKG* randomly selects $r,s \in \mathbb{Z}_{p}^{*}$, and calculates the following parameter values,$$c_{pk_{1}} = D \cdot e\left( {g,\mspace{6mu} h} \right)^{c{({r + s})}}$$ $$c_{pk_{2}} = g\mspace{6mu}^{r}$$ $$c_{pk_{3}} = h\mspace{6mu}^{s}$$ $$c_{pk_{4}} = e\left( {g,\mspace{6mu} h} \right)^{{({a + b \cdot IDp})}{({r + s})}}$$

And then the patient (or the authorized hospital) uploads the ciphertext $C_{PK_{p}}$ to the semi-trusted proxy cloud server for storage. We assume that the semi-trusted proxy cloud server cannot modify patients' medical data, and it will dutifully perform our specified operations.

### 4.2.5. Data recorded in blockchain phase {#sec0022}

Our scheme stores an index containing hashed pointers to the patient\'s records on the blockchain based on the Hyperledger Fabric platform. The details of medical data will be outsourced to the cloud server. The patient *p~i~* submits the hash value of his medical data *D=*\<*d* ~1~, *d* ~2~,..., *d~n~*\> to generate a transaction form as shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} , and then attaches his/her digital signature *σ~a~*=*AuthSign*(*SK~p~, H*(\<*d* ~1~, *d* ~2~,..., *d~n~*\>)) on the transaction form. If the transaction is verified by the verification nodes, it will be recorded on the blockchain.Fig. 3Transaction form.Fig 3

### 4.2.6. Zero knowledge proof generation phase {#sec0023}

The patient *p~i~* completes the initial judgement whether his/her medical data conforms to the key words of the research institution\'s requirements. When the patient *p~i~* expects to check whether his/her medical data really meets the specific attributes required by the research institution, he/she needs to attach his/her digital signature on his/her medical data, which was submitted to zk-SNARKs in order to generate a zero-knowledge proof ***π***. Wherein, the digital signature of *p~i~* and ***π*** will be constructed in the following steps:Step 1: according to the patient\'s *ID~p~*, the current local time *T* and the patient\'s private medical data *D*, the extended information*** *δ**** *=*(*D,T,ID~p~*) can be generated*.*Step 2: take the extended information ***δ=***(*D,T,ID~p~*) as input and fill a random number *r* for hash operation, *H*(***δ*** *, r*) can be calculated.Step 3: generate the digital signature *σ~a~*=AuthSign(*SK~p~, H*(***δ*** *, r*)).Step 4: the patient *p~i~* constructs the circuit *C:* $\left. \mathbb{F}^{n} \times \mathbb{F}^{h}\rightarrow\mathbb{F}^{l}\mspace{6mu} \right.$obtained from the calculation task of decentralized application based on the smart contract. The circuit *C* takes the public parameter vector \<*PK* ~1~, *PK* ~2~...*PK~n~*\>, a private medical data set \<*d* ~1~, *d* ~2~,..., *d~n~, r* \> and the auxiliary data \<*ID~p~, T*\> as input, where *ID~p~, T* and *r* are the patient\'s identification, timestamp and random number, respectively. And then a result *R* and a hash value *h* can be output to verify the data authenticity and availability.C(\<*d* ~1~, *d* ~2~,..., *d~n~*\>) → (R, h)

The circuit structure diagram is shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} .Step 5: the security parameter *λ* and the circuit *C* obtained from the computing task will be taken as input parameters in order to calculate the key pair, where *EK~c~* is used to generate a zero-knowledge proof and *VK~c~* is used to verify the zero-knowledge proof.$$\left. ZKPKeyGen\left( {1^{\lambda},\mspace{6mu} C} \right)\mspace{6mu}\rightarrow\left( {EKc,VKc} \right) \right.$$Step 6: ***Prove*** algorithm takes the following parameters as input: the zero-knowledge proof generation key *EK~c~*, the patients' medical data *D*, signature *σ~a~*, the result *R* and the hash value *h* generated in Step 4, and then a credible zero-knowledge proof *π* will be output.$$\left. Prove\left( {EKc,\mspace{6mu} D,\mspace{6mu} R,\mspace{6mu} h,\sigma_{a}} \right)\mspace{6mu}\rightarrow\pi \right.$$ Fig. 4Circuit structure diagram.Fig 4

### 4.2.7. Zero knowledge proof verification phase {#sec0024}

The patient submits the zero-knowledge proof π to the smart contract. The smart contract will automatically verify whether the zero-knowledge proof π meets the requirements of the research institution without the attendance of a third-party.$$\left. Verify\left( {VKc,\mspace{6mu} PKp,\mspace{6mu}\pi,\mspace{6mu} R,\mspace{6mu} h,\mspace{6mu}\sigma_{a}} \right)\mspace{6mu}\rightarrow\left( {True\mspace{6mu} or\mspace{6mu} false} \right) \right.$$

Firstly, the patient\'s digital signature *σ~a~* will be verified with the patient\'s public key *PK~p~*, and then the zero knowledge proof π will also be checked with the verification key *VK~c~* by zk-SNARKs. If the verifications are both completed, the smart contract will compare the zero knowledge proof π, the calculation result *R* and the hash value *h* calculated based on patient\'s medical data with the zero knowledge proof *π*′, the calculation result *R*′ and the hash value *h*′ calculated based on the research institution\'s requirements, respectively. If the verifications are all completed, a result like reject (false) or accept (true) will be output.

### 4.2.8. ReEncryption phase {#sec0025}

If the verification of zero-knowledge proof is successful, then the patient *p~i~* generates the conversion key *RK* ~*p* → *d*~ with the public key *PK~d~* provided by the research institution *r~i~* as follows:$$\left. ReKeyGen\left( {PK,\mspace{6mu} SKp,\mspace{6mu} PKd} \right)\mspace{6mu}\rightarrow RK_{p\rightarrow d} \right.$$

*PKG* randomly selects $k_{1},k_{2} \in \mathbb{Z}_{p}^{*}$ and computes the following parameter values:$$rk_{1} = \left( {k_{1}B_{3} + B_{1}} \right) + \left( {k_{2}B_{3} + B_{2}} \right)*IDp$$ $$rk_{2} = \left( D_{1}D_{3}^{k_{1}} \right)\left( D_{2}D_{3}^{k_{2}} \right)\mspace{6mu}^{IDp}$$ $$RK_{p\rightarrow d} = \left( {rk_{1},rk_{2}} \right)$$

And then the patient sends the conversion key to the semi-trusted proxy cloud server, which can be encrypted by the public key of cloud server. The proxy cloud sever will transfer the ciphertext $C_{PK_{p}}$ into the intermediary ciphertext $C_{PK_{p\rightarrow d}}$, which can be decrypted by research institution\'s secret key *SK~d~*. Subsequently, the proxy cloud server sends the intermediary ciphertext $C_{PK_{p\rightarrow d}}$ to the research institution.

The semi-trusted proxy cloud server needs to figure out the results as follows:$$c_{pk_{1}}^{\prime} = \mspace{6mu} c_{pk_{1}}$$ $$c_{pk_{2}}^{\prime} = \mspace{6mu} c_{pk_{2}}$$ $$c_{pk_{3}}^{\prime} = \frac{c_{pk_{3}}^{k_{1}}}{e\left( {\mspace{6mu} c_{pk_{2}},rk_{2}} \right)}$$ $$C_{PK_{p\rightarrow d}} = \left( {c_{pk_{1}}^{\prime},c_{pk_{2}}^{\prime},c_{pk_{3}}^{\prime}} \right)$$

### 4.2.9. Decryption phase {#sec0026}

The research institution *r~i~* acquires the intermediary ciphertext $C_{PK_{p\rightarrow d}}$ from the proxy, and then it can decrypt the ciphertext through its *SK~d~*. In this process, the semi-trusted proxy cloud server cannot obtain any information related to the plaintext.$$\left. Decrypt\left( {PK,\mspace{6mu} C_{PK_{p\rightarrow d}},\mspace{6mu} SKd} \right)\mspace{6mu}\rightarrow D \right.$$

The research institution *r~i~* decrypt the intermediary ciphertext $C_{PK_{p\rightarrow d}}$ and get the value of *D*.$$D = \frac{c_{pk_{1}} \cdot e\left( {c_{pk_{2}},A_{2}} \right)}{C_{pk_{1}}^{A_{1}}}$$

### 4.2.10. Consensus phase {#sec0027}

After the research institution has decrypted and obtained the patient\'s medical data, the smart contract will submit the transaction to verification nodes, which requires the digital signatures from the patient and the research institution. If the transaction is examined by verification nodes via PBFT ([@bib0008]) consensus algorithm, it will be published and recorded on the blockchain.

We assume that there is a total of 3f +1 verification nodes and only one leader node, which is calculated by the formula *P* =*V* mod \|*R*\|, where *P* is the primary node number, *V* is the view number, and *\|R\|* is the number of duplicate nodes. The other remainders are accounting nodes. Each verification node broadcasts the transaction sent from the smart contract to the whole network. The work flow can be detailed as follows.Step 1: after the leader node receives the transactions, the leader sorts the transactions firstly (if necessary) and assigns serial numbers to the transactions, and then multicasts a PRE-PREPARE message with the transactions and serial numbers to other accounting nodes.Step 2: after receiving transactions from the leader node, each accounting node verifies whether the signatures, timestamps, serial numbers are valid. If valid, the accounting node multicasts a PREPARE message containing the signature of authentication result.Step 3: if an accounting node receives more than 2f PREPARE messages from different nodes, it indicates that the PREPARE phase has been completed and the accounting node multicasts a COMMIT message to other accounting nodes.Step 4: if an accounting node receives more than 2f+1 different commit message (including itself), it considers that the COMMIT phase is completed and all accounting nodes have reached a consensus to record these transactions to a new block.Step 5: finally, the accounting node returns the corresponding reply to the smart contract who generated the transactions. If the consensus fails, the leader will be changed and the PRE-PREPARE phase will be restarted once again.

5. Analysis of our scheme {#sec0028}
=========================

In this section, we will evaluate the proposed scheme from the three aspects.1)Whether the proposed scheme can satisfy the basic security and privacy requirements for medical data sharing based on blockchain.2)Several metrics such as "less computing cost", "fewer startup nodes" and "privacy protection" will be used to performance evaluation between the proposed scheme and the existing medical data sharing schemes based on blockchain ([@bib0002]; [@bib0028]; [@bib0017]).3)The time to generate the zero-knowledge key pairs, the time to generate and verify the zero-knowledge proof and the size of the zero-knowledge proof by using [@bib0032] (\[CSL STYLE ERROR: reference with no printed form.\]) will be analyzed.

5.1. Security and privacy-preserving analysis {#sec0029}
---------------------------------------------

### 5.1.1. Confidentiality {#sec0030}

In our scheme, all medical data are encrypted by patients using a secure encryption algorithm before uploaded to the semi-trusted proxy cloud server. We have assumed that the encryption algorithm for medical data is sufficiently secure in Security Model, neither an internal adversary nor an external adversary can crack the ciphertext without obtaining the decryption key. So the semi-trusted proxy cloud server or other malicious attackers cannot deduce any information about the content of any ciphertext.

Furthermore, the encrypted medical data can be re-encrypted as the intermediary ciphertext using the conversion key provided by the patient. Only research institutions that have been authorized by the data owner can decrypt the intermediary ciphertext to get the valuable plaintext data. Smart contracts and other entities even have no opportunities to touch the encrypted medical data.

Patients adopts the public key of cloud server to encrypt the conversion key (re-encrypted key) to prevent adversary from cracking the re-encrypted key.

### 5.1.2. Availability {#sec0031}

In our scheme, only authorized entities can use their private keys to decrypt the patient\'s medical data. In addition, patients can generate a fully trusted zero-knowledge proof π based on their own medical data and submit it to smart contracts on the blockchain. Based on the characteristics of zero-knowledge proof, π can be used to verify whether patients' medical data meets certain conditions suggested by research institutions. This feature ensures data availability with supply and demand matching.

### 5.1.3. Integrity {#sec0032}

In our scheme, patients need to attach their digital signature to the zero-knowledge proof generated by their medical data, while the private key of the digital signature can only be kept by themselves and cannot be obtained by other entities, which ensures the authenticity of the zero-knowledge proof. The patients\' medical data recorded in the blockchain has already reached consensus by PBFT algorithm. The order and the transaction of blocks are protected with a hash chain, the hash value for each block is unique and the hash values of the other blocks would be changed once countering tampering attacks. This feature ensures data integrity.

### 5.1.4. Privacy-preserving {#sec0033}

At the stage of registration, patients or research institutions will be checked strictly by fabric-ca to ensure that all participators of the blockchain are legitimate, and then the fabric-ca will generate a pseudo identity for each participator. Thus, the participator privacy will be protected since the pseudo identity is employed instead of true identity in the subsequent processes. During the data sharing process, the patient\'s data privacy would not be disclosed by any entity who participate the interactions with smart contracts, and smart contracts can only obtain the zero-knowledge proof π instead of the original private data.

Furthermore, the research institutions just publish some key words instead of the entire requirements in order to achieve partial privacy protection. This way prevents the adversary from forge the medical data according to the entire requirements.

### 5.1.5. Traceability {#sec0034}

Our scheme will provide a data availability with consistent supply and demand. Once patients and medical institutions reach a consensus, their behavior of sharing medical data will be stored in the blockchain. If either side has an illegal operation, for example, the patient sold his/her medical data to other research institutions without following the previous exclusive license agreement, it will be held accountable.

### 5.1.6. Avoid single point of failure {#sec0035}

A decentralized storage system fabric is employed in our scheme, which effectively solves the single point of failure problem. All entities in our scheme monitor all transactions and messages. Besides, access control enabled by the blockchain technique is running in a peer-to-peer manner among decentralized entities.

5.2. Performance evaluation {#sec0036}
---------------------------

We compare the blockchain-based medical data sharing schemes MedRec ([@bib0002]), ModelChain ([@bib0017]), MDSM ([@bib0028]) with the proposed scheme in terms of three metrics (less computing cost, fewer startup nodes, and privacy protection, respectively).

The scheme in [@bib0002]) uses the PoW consensus mechanism that requires abundant computing power to maintain the consistency of blockchain, and meanwhile it needs lots of startup nodes. The consensus algorithm POI suggested in [@bib0017]) also needs great computing power and startup nodes. Moreover, both schemes in [@bib0002]) and [@bib0017]) don\'t provide privacy protection of patient\'s medical data. The medical data sharing scheme in [@bib0028]) designed an improved consensus mechanism DPoS, which can improve the efficiency, but it requires at least 121 nodes to start. PBFT consensus algorithm is selected in our scheme, which avoids performing mining calculations, requires lower computing power and does not need to set the proportion of votes manually, so it satisfies the metric of less computing cost. Moreover, our scheme needs only four nodes to start and run, with lower start-up cost. In contrast, MDSM requires a fixed Medical Institution Federate servers (MIFS) with 100 nodes and Audit Federate servers (AFS) with 20 nodes, so our scheme meets the metric of fewer startup nodes. Finally, the medical data submitted to smart contract is generated to a zero-knowledge proof, which avoids the exposure of the original data, so it meets the demand of privacy protection. Thus, From [Table. 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} , it can be found that our scheme satisfies all the metrics.Table 2Performance comparisons of the four schemes (Support √ Non-Support  × ).Table 2Less computing costFewer startup nodesPrivacy protectionMedRec(PoW)×××ModelChain(PoI)×××MDSM(DPoS)√×√Our scheme(PBFT)√√√

In the smart medical system based on blockchain, several schemes like MedRec adopt the PoW algorithm, which takes about ten minutes to generate one block, that is unacceptable in highly concurrent smart medical scenarios. However, MDSM adopts DPoS consensus algorithm innovatively, which decreases the block generation time to 3 minutes. Furthermore, our proposed scheme is also compared with the other three ones in terms of block generation time. As shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} , our scheme achieves the optimal performance with 33% growth rate of block generation speed compared with the rank-2 MDSM scheme. Specifically, we conduct the experiments on block generation time of different schemes on a Ubuntu 18.04 with an Intel Core i7-4770M CPU \@3.40GHz 8GB of RAM.Fig. 5Comparison of different schemes in terms of block generation time.Fig 5

Next, we conduct the following experiments on the same environments and set the security parameter *λ* with 128 bits. We store the hash value of patients\' medical data and the shared information between patients and research institutions on fabric platform. The implementation of zero-knowledge proof is based on a zk-SNARK of libSNARK, provided by the Zerocoin Electric Coin Company.

Due to adopting the non-interactive zero-knowledge proof (NIZK) model, the biggest bottleneck of our scheme is the time consume to generate the NIZK proof. We simulated the model\'s workflow and mainly evaluate the time to generate a NIZK key pairs, the time to generate a NIZK proof, the time to verify a NIZK proof, and the size of a NIZK proof. We repeat each experiment for 100 times and calculate the average of these metrics.

As shown in [Figs. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} --[8](#fig0008){ref-type="fig"} , in our scheme, the time to generate the proving key *EK~c~* and verification key *VK~c~* is about 16 seconds, which will not increase with the number of circuit inputs. Specifically, even the medical data as the input of circuit is constantly increasing, the time to generate a NIZK proof key pair will not increase, which greatly improves scheme scalability. Notably, the time to verify a NIZK proof increases linearly with the number of circuit inputs. However, even the number of circuit inputs is 1000, the verification time is less than 1 second, and it is still an acceptable time constraint.Fig. 6The time to generate a NIZK key pair.Fig 6Fig. 7The time to generate a NIZK proof.Fig 7Fig. 8The time to verify a NIZK proof.Fig 8

Furthermore, as shown in [Table 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} , the verification key size increases from 3.5 KB to 31.5 KB and the NIZK proof size increases form 12.9KB to 125.4KB. It is a direct consequence of the increase of circuit inputs and the result remains within the acceptable range ([@bib0003]).Table 3The size of proving key, verification key, the proof.Table 3InputsProving key sizeVerification key sizeProof size10015.3 MB3.5 KB12.9 KB25015.3 MB8.2 KB31.6 KB50015.3 MB16.0 KB62.9 KB75015.3 MB23.8 KB94.1 KB100015.3 MB31.5 KB125.4 KB

Next, we compare our scheme with PGHR ([@bib0003]) based on zk-SNARK as well which considers 1000 authenticated inputs. It can be seen from [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} , our scheme can achieve the following advantages in contrast with PGHR: 18 × speed-up (16.3s vs. 299s) of the time to generate a NIZK key pairs, 20 × reduction (15.3MB vs. 319MB) of the proving key size, and 8 × speed-up (52s vs. 491s) in generating a NIZK proof. The reason lies in the KeyGen in our scheme contains only one multiplicative cycle groups $\mathbb{G}_{1}$ more than PGHR, which will decrease the time to generate a NIZK key pairs and the size of proving key.Table 4Comparison between our scheme and PGHR.Table 4PGHROur schemeKeyGen299 s16.3 sProve491 s52 sVertify0.062 s0.614 sproving key size319 MB15.3 MBVerification key size31 KB125.4 KB

However, our scheme has to perform some additional computation to verify the NIZK proof, so the time to verify a zero-knowledge proof (0.614s vs.0.062s) and the verification key size (125.4KB vs. 31KB) are slightly worse than PGHR, but the results still can be considered feasibly.

6. Conclusion {#sec0037}
=============

The growing demand for health has led to a booming development of hospitals and medical institutions, which has also facilitated the exponential increase of medical and health data. Researchers have been seeking a trade-off that allows massive amounts of medical data to become a valuable resource for research institutions while at the same time to maintain data privacy-preserving as much as possible. In view of this challenging problem, a secure data sharing scheme of intelligent medical system was proposed, which combined blockchain, smart contract and zero-knowledge proof to address two issues: one is privacy protection of medical data when shared by several entities; the other is data availability and consistency between patients (supply) and research institutions (demand).

Specifically, the verification of zero-knowledge proof enabled smart contracts to automatically judge whether the patient\'s medical data meets the given requirements from research institutions without revealing patients\' privacy. Once verified, the proxy re-encryption mechanism would be employed to transfer the encrypted medical data to the intermediary ciphertext which could only be decrypted by the authorized research institutions. Finally, for the consideration of bilateral interests, the transaction between patients and research institutions was submitted to distributed consensus through PBFT algorithm.

Security and privacy analysis have shown our proposal could achieve confidentiality, availability, integrity and privacy-preserving. In addition, performance evaluation based on experiments demonstrated the proposed scheme obtained more satisfactory implementation efficiency compared with other typical schemes.

In the next work, we plan to further improve the efficiency of generating zero-knowledge proofs by optimizing the implementation process. How to resist the conspiracy attacks launched by several entities will become one of the issues that need to be addressed in the future.
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